
LO:  To learn how to write a first person account of a fictional event

Chapters 6, 7 & 8



List the main events of Chapter 7

CHAPTER 7



• Tom met Huck and they sneaked off to the graveyard
• Tom and Huck saw three shadowy figures appear, they recognised       

Injun Joe and Muff Potter (two of the towns bad characters)
• They realised that the third character is young Doctor Robinson
• The three men unearthed the coffin of Hoss Williams and put the   

body on a cart
• Muff Porter and Injun Joe began to argue with the doctor over 

money
• A fight ensued and the boys watched terrified
• Muff Potter was knocked unconscious, Injun Joe killed the Doctor 
• The boys ran away

Check with your partner that you have 
remembered all the main events 



Role Play
Chapter 8

Role play the blood promise 
made between Tom and Huck



Phrases used to exaggerate: 

Discuss what these phrases mean

go through the roof                  head over heels              knee-high to a grasshopper

costs an arm and a leg              until the cows come home

born yesterday                highway robbery                 everything but the kitchen sink

a needle in a haystack                    made of money



Tom wants to impress Becky Thatcher

Make up two sentences that Tom might use to impress 
Becky about his adventure, using
exaggeration



Writing Task

• Write a first person, past tense account
• Exaggerate your role in the event 
(e.g.  If I hadn’t stopped him Huck would have….)
• Include ideas that were not in the original 
(e.g.  I told Muff to clear off and we would clear up)
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